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Abstract 

All competitive swimmers, whether they are fast or slow, swim using various swimming 

techniques. Every swimmer is trained to improve each aspect of their technique over time to 

achieve satisfactory results in their swimming career. However, it is unclear how much of an 

effect kicking pattern has on swimming speed. Although research has been conducted on the 

several aspects of swimming, it has yet to address specific kicking patterns that result in higher 

swimming efficiency, and what those patterns are. I decided to test different kicking patterns to 

determine which pattern produced a higher swimming speed on average. I experimented used 

human participants who swam four 50-yard freestyles using four different common kicking 

patterns. I timed all four 50s for each swimmer and calculated the average times for each kicking 

pattern to determine which pattern produced the fastest average swimming time. Out of the four 

kicking patterns I tested – the 2-beat kick, the 4-beat kick, the 6-beat kick, and a randomized kick 

– I found that the 4-beat kick resulted in the highest average kicking speed, although several 

people individually had faster times while using the randomized pattern. These results are meant 

to assist competitive swimmers who are striving to achieve faster swimming times. 

 

Introduction 

 In this project, I am researching how leg kicking pattern affects swimming speed in 

freestyle. I researched several articles on the topic and found an article about the effect of the Six 

Beat Kick technique, which is a technique where swimmers kick six flutter kicks per arm cycle 

when swimming freestyle. This article piqued my interest about various kicking patterns, and if 

they affect freestyle swimming speed, so I decided to test it. In this experiment I tested how four 

different kicking techniques – the 2-beat kick, the 4-beat kick, the 6-beat kick, and randomized 

kick – affect freestyle swimming speed. 
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Procedures 

 

1. 7 participants signed an informed consent form.  

2. Each person swam a 50 yard freestyle swim using 4 different kicking techniques. 

3. In Trial 1, each swimmer used the two-beat kick technique, where the swimmer kicks two 

flutter kicks per stroke cycle. 

4. Each swimmer’s times from Trial 1 were recorded. 

5. All swimmers’ times from Trial 1 were averaged to find the average swimming speed 

using the two-beat kick technique. 

6. In Trial 2, each swimmer used the four-beat kick technique, where the swimmer kicks 

four flutter kicks per stroke cycle. 

7. Each swimmer’s times from Trial 2 were recorded. 

8. All swimmers’ times from Trial 2 were averaged to find the average swimming speed 

using the four-beat kick technique 

9. In Trial 3, each swimmer used the six-beat kick technique, where the swimmer kicks six 

flutter kicks per stroke cycle. 

10. Each swimmer’s times from Trial 3 were recorded. 



11. All swimmers’ times from Trial 3 were averaged to find the average swimming speed 

using the six-beat kick technique 

12. In Trial 4, each swimmer used no kicking technique, and kicked a randomized number of 

flutter kicks per stroke cycle. 

13. Each swimmer’s times from Trial 4 were recorded. 

14. All swimmers’ times from Trial 4 were averaged to find the average swimming speed 

using a randomized kicking pattern. 

15. The average swimming times from all four trials were recorded and compared to find 

which kicking technique resulted in the fastest average times. 

 

Materials: 

- 25 yard swimming pool (used for swimmers to swim in) 

- Timer/stopwatch (used to record swimming times) 
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Results 

Out of the four kicking patterns I tested, I found that the 4-beat kick resulted in the highest 

average kicking speed. However, several people individually had faster times while using the 

randomized kicking pattern. 
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Discussion 

My prediction that the randomized kicking pattern was proved incorrect. The data shows that 4-

beat kicking pattern produced the fastest average swimming times. This might be because 

although most swimmers are familiar with the randomized kick, the 4-beat kick provided a 

repetitive and quick kicking pace that did not resulted in a steadier swimming pace than the 

randomized kick.  
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